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Transportation is the artery through which the bene
commerce flow..

of trade and

The economic and political development of Iowa has been re-

corded by the ever-changing evolution of transportation in our State..

From

the canoe and rafts of the early fur traders to the modern passenger and cargo
air liners, each advance in the concept of transportation has widened the horizon and potentials of trade, commerce, and agricult'ure in the State of Iowa.
In the space of 150 years, we have seen the transformation of Iowa
from a virgin wilderness traversed only by a few roving bands of Indians to a
teeming agricultural and industrial state, one of the most prosperous in our
nation.

All this was possible because of the evolution of transportation.

The

roving fur trader t'lith his pack horses, the early settler with his ox cart, the
covered wagons of the homesteaders, the railroads that opened up the channels
of trade and agriculture, the advent of the motor car and truck, and the air
plane have each in their turn advanced and promoted the economy of our State.
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riers form a network serving Iowa and connecting every county in the State l'lith
such regional marketing centers as Chicago, Minneapolis,
Omaha, Kansas City, and St .. Louis.
points.
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Overnight service is possible from most

Thirty-four (34) bus lines or passenger motor carriers are available

to our citizens.

Both freight and passenger carriers have nearly 9000 miles

of concrete paved roads upon which to travel.
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intermesh with the federal system.

Approximately 730 miles of four-lane super highways are under construction.
Two trunk line air lines with 51 north-south and east-west flights plus

sever~

al local service routes provide 13 Iowa cities, widely distributed throughout
the State, with commercial air service.
mercial airports are available.

Approximately 100 municipal and com•

All-in-all, the people and the products of

Iowa are t'lithin hours of any point in our country, l'lithin days of any point in
the vrorld.
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recommendations:

1.:.

as to the

While there is

need for modifying present legislation, disagreement arises as to what form
these modifications should take.

Some groups advocate more stringent regu..;

lation; others feel that the existing high level of regulation is not conducive to a transport system which satisfies the needs of the Iowa economy.
There is substantial evidence to indicate that present legislation, because of
the lack of policing or the very nature of the existing legislation, cannot
or is not administered in a manner Hhich treats all car·r:iers of a given class
in the same fashion.

The law should therefore be amended so that discrimina-

tion in regulation should be eliminated.

This may be accomplished by strength-

ening or reducing regulation imposed on the various types of carriers.

The

committee was not able to reach any unanimity of opinion as to which of these
two actions is more desirable.
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Our present policy for distributing highway users funds is

neither economicalmr equitable.
maintain rural roads t'i'hich receive

Devoting large sums of money to provide and
little use is one of the major factors

which has precluded Iowa from developing a primary road system equal to those
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There is

1

in force which

is designed to compel out-of-state motor vehicles to pay Iowa taxes, commensurate with their use of Iowa roads.

Past

in the

ion of

these laws prompts the committee to encourage further study by the legislature
as a means of gaining the results anticipated by previous legislation.

The

committee strongly recommends the need for uniform reciprocity agreements and
that Iowa as a state should give study to the desirability of

laws

governing state reciprocity agreements.
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The current state of affairs in regulation is chaotic.

cularly true with respect to motor carriers.

This is parti-

The division of authority among

a number of agencies explains much of the confusion and discrimination nmV" apparent in enforcing legislation.

Along these lines, it is recommended that

one state transportation agency be established and empowered to administer all
legislation and regulate all forms of transportation.

It is further recommend-

ed that members of this agency be appointed rather than elected.
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